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WEATHER  BEATS  SMDF’S  WEEKEND  RACING 

However hard we try, as I mentioned a couple of weeks ago, you can’t beat Mother Nature. 

The prime responsibility of convoyers and race advisors is the wellbeing of our birds and in relation 

to that the quality of the racing that they provide. Not an easy task combining the two when the 

vagaries of the British weather are determined to make life as difficult as possible. 

 

The race team and the SMDF committee tried hard to find a slot during the weekend of 10 May and 

thought they had managed it when Mother Nature decided it was not to be and sadly, largely for the 

safety of the birds, the racing had to be cancelled. Disappointment all round but I hope that by the 

time you read this in the Fancy Press and with the benefit of hindsight you will agree that we got it 

right. 

As I am sure most of you will know there are limitations on when we can liberate at the Poole site, 

insomuch that if we haven’t let go by 10am we have to move off the site and holdover. These 

constraints make life somewhat difficult for race advisors and convoyers so you may be interested to 

know that one member of the SMDF committee is currently researching alternative sites along the 

South Coast and as I understand it, negotiations are in hand for a new site quite close to Poole. More 

of this later! 

You may be asking what is happening with regard to the 4 Bird Yearling Classic race that was due to 

be flown in conjunction with the Poole race. Well do not despair we are going to restructure this 

race and combine it with another old bird race later in the season. Full details will be on the 

Federation website as soon as the decisions are finalised. 

A BIT MORE INFO ABOUT THE HULLAVINGTON 2 RACE 

I have now received some news about the Bradbury & Barnes Fed Topper for this race. It turns out 

to be a chequered widowhood cock bird containing all the best bloodlines of Curtis, Wall, Lunt & 

Green stock and in addition to being a good race bird has also proved his worth as a first class 
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breeder. Following in his father’s footsteps, you may say, as he has also previously topped the Fed. 

You can imagine how far out in front he really was as the partnership were not quite ready for his 

arrival as they had to connect the battery to their ETS system (Bricon Speedy) before he could be 

clocked in. 

LAST WEEK’S RACE FROM FROME 

Just as Macclesfield FC come into form the weather turns against us and we have to cancel racing! 

The final race result from Frome on 3 May has now been compiled and I can confirm, with much 

glee, that the number one spot goes to the father and son Macclesfied partnership of Bernie & Chris 

Barrett with their loft manager Harry taking all the deserved credit. The picture (taken by Kev 

Bowers Macc’s PRO) shows Bernie and Harry outside their loft and for those who are not familiar 

with the duo, Bernie is the slightly taller one. Velocities etc can be seen on the SMDF website but 

those who like to know the details of the winning pigeon he is a yearling widowhood cock bred by 

the winning loft themselves from a Soontjen cock from Cosworth Stud and a Paul Stobbs Soontjen 

hen from fellow Macclesfield member Alan Senior. 

 

Macclesfield also claimed 2nd Federation position with Rick & Simon Geary’s yearling widowhood 

cock of Ibrecht X Staf van Reet bloodlines from John Albutt on the sire’s side and a dam of Ibrecht X 

Soontjen bloodlines.  Completing the early birds in the Fed are those belonging to Roberts Bros from 

Packmoor taking 3rd & 4th and Mick Webb of Poynton coming home 5th& 6th. 

JACKPOT & 3 BIRD AVERAGE RACES 

The Jackpot race continues to create a lot of interest - maybe it’s the Prize Money - and this week it’s 

the turn of the Macclesfield partnership of Rick & Simon Geary who pick up the spoils collecting a 
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not to be sneezed at £99 with Leigh & Musgreaves from Longdendale taking second spot and 

winning £66. 

The overall leader in the Jackpot League table for the season so far is Pete Stanway from Poynton.  

The 3 Bird Average race does not seem to be quite so popular – maybe this is because we all find it 

difficult to select our three best birds! - nevertheless the winners this week, who can make the right 

choices, are yet another partnership, this time from Packmoor Messrs Walley & Wilkinson claiming 

£28 prize money - still not a bad return for an investment of £2. 

THE SMDF CHAMPIONSHIP LEAGUE TABLE 

Packmoor seem to be holding their place at the top of the Championship League table, but it’s early 

days yet – look what happened to Arsenal, Chelsea and now probably Liverpool!  

Macclesfield are coming up fast on the rails and could still be a good each way bet. 

That just about sums up the information for this week. Full details of all velocities, times on wing etc  

together with many more details of other members performances can be found on the Staffordshire 

Moorlands & District Federation website – http://www.moorlandsfedpigeons.co.uk/ Take a look, 

you may get a pleasant surprise. 

Brian Smith 
Press Officer 
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